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We have studied the temperaturesTd-dependent electronic structure near the Fermi level of the layered
cobaltate superconductor, Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O, and related materials, using laser-excited ultrahigh-resolution
photoemission spectroscopy. We observe the formation of a pseudogapsPGd with an energy scale of,20 meV
in Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O and Na0.35CoO2·0.7H2O, which is clearly absent in Na0.7CoO2. The energy scale of the
PG is larger than the expected value for the superconducting gap, suggesting an additional competing order
parameter at lowT. We discuss implications of the PG in relation to available transport and magnetic suscep-
tibility results.
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After the discovery of the first cobalt oxyhydrate super-
conductor Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O sNCO13d stransition tem-
peratureTc of ,4.5 Kd by Takadaet al.,1 extensive experi-
mental and theoretical studies have been made in order to
understand the superconductivity in this system. This is
because the conductive two-dimensionals2Dd CoO2 layers
of NCO13 can be regarded as an electron-doped correlated
S=1/2triangular network of frustrated Co spins,1 where su-
perconductivity emerging from a non-Fermi-liquid ground
state has been proposed.2 Theoretically, recent studies on the
Co oxide superconductors have proposed superconducting
sSCd order parameters depending on the model used.3 And,
in addition, several experimental studies have been per-
formed to clarify the symmetry of the SC gapsSCGd.4 How-
ever, agreement on the order parameter has not been reached
so far.

In the cuprate high-temperature superconductorsshigh-
Tc’sd, whose electronic structuresESd is often described in
terms of a quasi-2D correlated system, understanding the un-
usual normal-statesNSd properties has lead to deeper under-
standing of the superconductivity. Even for the layered Co
oxides, recent studies have indicated a rich phase diagram in
the nonhydratedsnon-Hd NaxCoO2 system.5 For SC samples,
as has been also suggested from theoretical studies,6–8 im-
portance of well-separated Co3+ and Co4+ in the SC Co ox-
ides has been reported experimentally very recently.9 Coex-
istence of superconductivity and ordered states has been
discussed in cuprate high-Tc’s.10 In this regard, NCO13 pro-
vides another opportunity to investigate charge and/or spin
order competing or cooperating with superconductivity in
these oxides.

Thus, it is essential to study the NS ES of the SC Co
oxides using photoemission spectroscopysPESd, which pro-
vides direct information on the ES. Very recent PES studies9

using hard x rayssescape depth of,50 Åd have provided
bulk fundamental physical parameters that describe the su-

perconductor in terms of on-site Coulomb energyUdd,
charge transfer energyD, and hybridization strengthV. More
importantly, the double-peak structure in the Co 2p core-
level spectra revealed charge disproportionation in
Na0.7CoO2 sNCOd and NCO13 samples, which suggest exis-
tence of remnant charge order in the SC samples. For the
states near the Fermi levelsEFd, while angle-resolved PES
sARPESd studies11–13on non-H samples showed a large hole
pocket around theG point in the Brillouin zone, and renor-
malization at the energy scale of ofJ,10 meV,12 no PES
study on the ES nearEF of SC NCO13 is reported. There-
fore, it is extremely important to study SC NCO13 and com-
pare it with that of other related cobalt oxides to investigate
the NS ES.

For investigating ES of samples having a very delicate
surface, PES with a lower photon energy provided by a laser
is found to be very powerful,14 because of the very high
energy resolution and expected large escape depth.15 In this
rapid communication, we reportT-dependent ES nearEF of
polycrystalline NCO, Na0.35CoO2·0.7H2O sNCO07d, and
NCO13 studied with PES using a laser as an excitation
source. We succeeded in observing difference in ES between
the mother compound and the H samples: absence and pres-
ence of a PG. We discuss the PG formation in the light of
available transport and magnetic data to elucidate ES of the
H superconductor.

Polycrystalline NCO13 are synthesized from NCO
through a chemical oxidation process, by which a part of Na
ions is removed and H2O molecules are intercalated between
CoO2 and Na planes, as described in Ref. 1. Magnetic mea-
surements confirmed that the samples measured here haveTc
of 4.5 K. PES under an ultrahigh vacuum condition requires
special caution because SC NCO13 has a tendency to be-
come non-SC NCO07 due to loss of H2O molecules. There-
fore, we carefully handled H samples as follows. We first
covered the samples with silver paste and mounted them on
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copper substrates to prevent loss of H2O molecules under
vacuum. Then, the prepared samples were cooled to,180 K
and are fracturedin situ. Immediately after the fracturing,
they are transferred to a measurement chamber and measured
without warming up above 180 K. We chose the temperature
of 180 K because no loss of H2O molecules occurs in
NCO13 below 250 K.16 In actual practice, the pressure did
not change during the fracturing and measuring the H
samples. We have also confirmed the existence of H2O mol-
ecules in the H samples by measuring O1s core levels and
valence band spectra using x rays.9 We found that the O1s
spectra of NCO13 show two peaks, which are derived from
oxygen in the CoO2 planes and from oxygen in the chemi-
cally bonded H2O. We also showed that the H2O derived
peak was not observed in the O1s spectrum of NCO. In
addition, we have also measured valence-band spectra using
x rays. The NCO spectrum was consistent with local-density
approximation calculations, while the NCO13 spectrum
showed a weak additional feature due to H2O content present
in the samplesRef. 9d. We have also confirmed reproducibil-
ity of the spectra with a spatial resolution of 100mm as
determined by the incident laser beam spot size and found
identical spectra were obtained for several samples as well as
from region to region over a typical sample area of
1.531.5 mm. Therefore, we believe that the H2O molecule
content is unchanged and the spectral changes are intrinsic to
the samples even after fracturing and measuring them under
vacuum.

All PES measurements were performed on a spectrometer
built using a GAMMADATA-SCIENTA R-4000 electron
analyzer and an ultraviolet lasershv=6.994 eVd. The best
energy resolution is 360meV.14 However, the energy resolu-
tion for all measurements was set to 6.5 meV in order to scan
wide energy range and to get reasonable count rate. Samples
are cooled using a flowing liquid He refrigerator with im-
proved thermal shieldings. SampleT were measured using a
silicon-diode sensor mounted below the samples. The base
pressure of the measurement chamber was better than
2310−11 Torr. The spectra were all reproducible during the
measurement of 2 hours.EF of samples was referenced to
that of gold film evaporated onto the sample substrate. Its
accuracy is estimated to be better than ±0.1 meV. The ad-
vantage of the ultraviolet laser is the larger escape depth as
expected from the literatures,200 Åd of emitted electrons,15

enabling a probe of bulk electronic states.
Figure 1 shows the PES spectra nearEF of sad NCO, sbd

NCO07, andscd NCO13 measured as a function ofT from
3.5 K to 150 K. The spectra were normalized with the total
intensity integrated from 64 meV to −56 meV binding en-
ergy sBEd. The similar intensity of measured spectra around
60 meV of each sample confirms the validity of the normal-
ization we used. All the spectra show systematicT depen-
dence with a clear Fermi edge structure at lowerTs. How-
ever, we also found that there is a notable difference in the
spectral shape nearEF at 3.5 K between NCO and the two H
samples. While the spectrum of NCO has a nearly constant
intensity with a smooth reduction close toEF, the spectra of
NCO07 and NCO13 show an additional decrease within
20 meV BE ofEF. Close look at theT-dependent intensity at
EF also shows a small but an important difference; while the

intensity atEF of NCO remains constant, the intensity atEF
of the two H samples decreases with loweringT. This is in
sharp contrast to theT dependence of a normal metal, such
as gold, where all theT-dependent spectra intersect with
each other atEF with the 1/2 value of the density of states
sDOSd at EF. This is clear from the insets where we show an
enlarged view of intensities atEF for the three samples. Thus,
the raw spectra itself indicates that the two H samples exhibit
an unusual NS ES nearEF.

In order to make theT-dependent change in DOS clearer,
we have performed an analysis to extract the effect of the
Fermi-DiracsFDd function from the raw data as follows. The
raw spectrum at eachT was divided by the corresponding FD
function convoluted with a Gaussian with the instrumental
resolution. To see theT-dependent spectral changes, the di-
vided spectra at allT were further divided with the smoothed
spectrum at 150 K, as shown in Figs. 2sad–2scd.17 We also

FIG. 1. sColord T-dependent spectra ofsad Na0.7CoO2, sbd
Na0.35CoO2·0.7H2O, and scd Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O measured with
6.994 eV photon energy. Insets are the enlargement of the nearEF

region, which highlight the difference inT-dependent change atEF

between Na0.7CoO2 and the hydrated samples.
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plotted in Fig. 3 theT-dependent intensity atEF saveraged
from −2 meV to 2 meV BE of the raw spectra in Fig. 1d
normalized with that at 150 K of each sample. In Figs. 2sbd
and 2scd, the normalized DOS of the H samples within
,20 meV ofEF are gradually suppressed with decreasingT.
The reduced spectral weight aroundEF seems to be compen-
sated by a slight increase beyond 20 meV BE, indicating that
spectral weight is transferred from the near-EF region to the
higher-BE region. Compared with the marked change in the
H samples, theT-dependent change in NCO is smaller,
though at lowerT the normalized DOS shows a broad hump
centered around 30 meV and a small upturn nearEF. Ab-
sence of the PG in NCO is consistent with the angle-
integrated PES studies on Na0.6CoO2.

18 These qualitative dif-
ferences in the spectra between NCO and the H samples are
also seen in theT-dependent intensity atEF as shown in Fig.
3. Relatively flat intensities in NCO and a decrease of the
intensity with decreasingT in the H samples. It should be
noted that the qualitative difference is not due to difference
in inhomogeneity of samples, as we know that the quality is
better for the H samples because of the narrower core
levels.9 This is also known from tunneling experiments
which indicted less inhomogeneity in NCO13 than in NCO
and which also observed a PG.19 Thus, we conclude that
appearance of the PG in the H samples and absence of the
PG in NCO reflect the intrinsic difference in ES, highlighting
unusual electronic states realized in the H samples.

More recently, evidence ofT-dependent PG formation for
non-H layered cobalt oxides Na0.25CoO2 and Na0.5CoO2 has
been reported from optical spectroscopysOSd.20 The energy
scales of half of the PG measured from the OS are

6–25 meV, depending on the Na concentration, consistent
with the value obtained from the present study. However, the
smaller reduction in the intensitiess10%–20% reduction
compared with that of 150 Kd in the PES results compared
with the OS results indicates that the PG formation in H
samples is partly suppressed due to the difference in concen-
tration of Na and/or inclusion of the H2O molecules, sug-
gesting parts of Fermi surfacesFSd are gapped. This antici-
pation may have something to do with the resistivity data21,22

not showing an anomaly around 40 K, where intensity atEF
of NCO13 shows a marked decreasesFig. 3d. One possibility
is that the PG opens on the bands having little contribution to
the transport properties, as described below. According to the
band calculation,7 Na0.33CoO2 has two types of bands across
EF derived from mainly Co 3d electrons. One has a dominant
a1g character providing light carriers and forming a large
cylindrical FS centered around theG point. The other has a
primarily eg8-like character providing heavy carriers and
forming a small pocket FS along theG-K direction. The
eg8-like band mainly contributes to the DOS atEF. From these
aspects, one may say that the PG forms on the small pockets
but the large FS plays a dominant role for the transport.
Moreover, recent theoretical studies have predicted that there
is strong nesting tendencies for the small pockets that can
induce charge or spin density wavessCDW or SDWd.7 It
may be likely that the PG opens as a precursor of the CDW
or SDW. Absence of PG in the DOS of NCO may be related
to the disappearance of the small pockets in NCO due to the
rigid band filling of electrons. Indeed, ARPES have reported
the absence of the small pockets in NaxCoO2 sx=0.7d.12 To

FIG. 3. sColord T-dependent intensity atEF saveraged from
−2 meV to 2 meV BEd of Na0.7CoO2 scirclesd, Na0.35CoO2·0.7H2O
strianglesd, and Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O sdiamondsd. All intensities
were normalized with that of 150 K.

FIG. 2. sColord T-dependent normalized DOS ofsad Na0.7CoO2,
sbd Na0.35CoO2·0.7H2O, and scd Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O. Note that
clear formation of PG at lowerT in the hydrated samples insbd and
scd.
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check the presence of the small pocket, which plays a crucial
role for the superconductivity, ARPES of the H samples is
desired.

In relation to the superconductivity, the energy scale of
the PG s20 meVd is larger than the expected SCG size
s,1 meV as expected from theTc and the known mean-field
relation of 2D /kBTc=3.54, whereD is the SCG value,kB the
Boltzmann constantd. This indicates that the PG is different
from the SCG, suggesting possible competing ground states
at low T. A large energy scale PG has been also reported for
the cuprate high-Tc’s,23,24where the PG formation was found
to be related to a development of magnetic correlations. On
the other hand, aT-dependent PG has been observed in
Ba0.67K0.33BiO3,

25 where the energy scale of the PG corre-
lated with the energy of the breathing mode phonon. In the
layered Co oxides, the energy scales of,20 meV is compa-
rable to the nearest-neighboring magnetic coupling constant
J=10–20 meV as predicted forUdd,5 eV,7 which has been
also concluded from ARPES measurements.12,13This J value
is smaller than the highest phonon energies.20 It is interesting
to note thatT-dependent magnetic susceptibility shows de-
viations from a Pauli-like susceptibility beginning at the
sameT at which we see PG formation or intensity reduction
at EF more for NCO13. The comparative study of
T-dependent susceptibility of NCO07 and NCO13 has shown
an enlarged magnetic susceptibility in NCO13 compared to
NCO07.26 The NMR studies have also reported an existence
of ferromagnetic fluctuation at lowerT.27 The additional sup-

pression in DOS atEF sFigs. 2 and 3d in NCO13 compared to
NCO07 also suggests further stabilization of the competing
order. While these observed interesting physical properties in
H- and non-H NaxCoO2 need more systematic studies to be
understood, the present results showing a PG may give an
insight into the physics underlying the unconventional super-
conductivity observed in the H layered cobalt oxide super-
conductors.

In conclusion, we have studied the ES nearEF of NCO13
and related cobalt oxides using laser-excited ultrahigh-
resolution PES. The obtained results show that, while the
T-dependent spectra of the mother compound show no gap
structure nearEF, those of H samples show PG with an en-
ergy scale of 20 meV in the occupied part with larger deple-
tion at EF in NCO13 compared in NCO07. The energy scale
of the PGs20 meVd is larger than the expected SCG sizes
,1 meVd, which indicates that the PG is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for the superconductivity. These results
suggest that the superconductivity in the H Co oxide occurs
close to some ordered phase.
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